

Field experiences provide student teachers with the opportunity to develop skills, strategies, and professional dispositions. The following is a summary of field experiences offered through student teachers' two-year program of study.

**EDFX 200: An Open-Option Early Field Experience**

Student teachers will work up to teaching a minimum 0.8 of teachers' FTE in their major field during the fall term (early September to late December), or winter term (January-April), or spring (May) term. In order to qualify, students must have completed EDFX 325 or 350, but cannot have completed EDFX 325 or 350.
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**EDFX 400: An Advanced Field Experience**

- **Student teachers** will continue to work on achieving the TQS, competency, and professional dispositions for student teachers.
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**EDFX 450: Supplementary Specialized Field Experience**

- **Student teachers** will be placed in the fall term (early September to mid-December) or winter term (mid-December to mid-March) for 25 days. In the spring term, placements run for 15 consecutive days in the fall and winter terms run for 25 days. Student teachers who have completed at least their IFX and have continued to take curriculum and instruction classes to support their professional dispositions and growth during this field experience will be placed in the 15-day IFX as part of their IFX and have continued to take curriculum and instruction classes to support their professional dispositions and growth during this field experience will be placed in the 15-day IFX.
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**EDFX 350: Advanced Field Experience (IFX)**

- **Student teachers** will work up to teaching a maximum of 0.5 of teachers’ FTE which equates to 750-800 minutes per week. This equates to 1100-1200 minutes per week; however, some teaching in the fall term will take place in the early May (final assessment based on the TQS).
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**EDFX 490:客运 Field Experience (AFX)**

- **Student teachers** are placed in the fall term (early September to mid-December) or winter term (mid-December to mid-March) for 25 days. In the spring term, placements run for 15 consecutive days in the fall and winter terms run for 25 days. Student teachers who have completed at least their IFX and have continued to take curriculum and instruction classes to support their professional dispositions and growth during this field experience will be placed in the 15-day IFX as part of their IFX and have continued to take curriculum and instruction classes to support their professional dispositions and growth during this field experience will be placed in the 15-day IFX.
- **Student teachers** are placed in the fall term (early September to mid-December) or winter term (mid-December to mid-March) for 25 days. In the spring term, placements run for 15 consecutive days in the fall and winter terms run for 25 days. Student teachers who have completed at least their IFX and have continued to take curriculum and instruction classes to support their professional dispositions and growth during this field experience will be placed in the 15-day IFX as part of their IFX and have continued to take curriculum and instruction classes to support their professional dispositions and growth during this field experience will be placed in the 15-day IFX.
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- **Student teachers** are placed in the fall term (early September to mid-December) or winter term (mid-December to mid-March) for 25 days. In the spring term, placements run for 15 consecutive days in the fall and winter terms run for 25 days. Student teachers who have completed at least their IFX and have continued to take curriculum and instruction classes to support their professional dispositions and growth during this field experience will be placed in the 15-day IFX as part of their IFX and have continued to take curriculum and instruction classes to support their professional dispositions and growth during this field experience will be placed in the 15-day IFX.